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In the context of quantum tomography, quantities called partial determinants[1] were recently
introduced. PDs (partial determinants) are explicit functions of the collected data which are sen-
sitive to the presence of state-preparation-and-measurement (SPAM) correlations. In this paper,
we demonstrate further applications of the PD and its generalizations. In particular we construct
methods for detecting various types of SPAM correlation in multiqudit systems — e.g. measurement-
measurement correlations. The relationship between the PDs of each method and the correlations
they are sensitive to is topological. We give a complete classification scheme for all such methods
but focus on the explicit details of only the most scalable methods, for which the number of settings
scales as O(d4). This paper is the second of a two part series where the first paper[2] is about a
theoretical perspective for the PD, particularly its interpretation as a holonomy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In any quantum tomography experiment, one has the
ability to perform various state preparations and mea-
surements. We may abstractly represent these abilities
by devices with various settings (Figure 1.) In standard
quantum tomographies such as state, detector, or pro-
cess tomography, it is assumed, respectively, that either
the measurement device, the state device, or both are
already characterized and may thus provide a resource
to determine the parameters associated with the yet un-
characterized devices. Fundamental to the practice of
these tomographies is a much subtler assumption: that
the performance of each device is independent of the use
and history of every other device.
A problem in recent years has been the issue of estimat-
ing quantum gates while taking into account that there
are small but significant errors in the states prepared and
measurements made to probe the gates, so called SPAM
errors [3]. Any practice which takes into account SPAM
errors will be generically referred to as SPAM tomogra-
phy. Several works have come out in SPAM tomography
particular to the task of making estimates in spite of
such conditions [3–5], all of which speak to the notion
of a “self-consistent tomography.” However, these works
consistently assume by fiat that the SPAM errors are un-
correlated.
In [1] it was demonstrated that one can test for the
presence of correlated SPAM errors using so called par-
tial determinants (PDs) which bypass any need to esti-
mate state or measurement parameters individually. The
logic behind the PD is simple, uncorrelated SPAM corre-
sponds to a particular ability to factorize the estimated
frequencies into a product of state and measurement pa-
rameters. Such a factorization always exists for small
enough numbers of settings but does not exist for larger
numbers of settings if there are correlations. Thus, the
notion of parameter independence can be viewed as ei-
ther a local or a global property. PDs are then a mea-
sure of the contradiction that results from requiring that
multiple sets of locally uncorrelated settings be consis-
tent with each other. In other words, SPAM correlations
correspond to holonomies (or measures of global contra-
diction) in overcomplete tomography experiments (hence
the title, “non-holonomic tomography.”) Further details
on this perspective may be found in [2].
For multiqudit systems, the notions of product state
and product measurement introduce further kinds of fac-
torizability in estimated frequencies. Particularly, we will
focus on systems where there is a single device associated
with the preparation of multiqudit states and a measure-
ment device for each qudit separately (but not necessarily
independently) — i.e. systems where we expect outcome
probabilities to factor into the form Trρ(E⊗· · ·⊗E). Sure
enough, PDs can be generalized to measure a degree to
which such factorizations do not exist. Thus, these gen-
eralized PDs can serve as tests for the presence of various
state-state correlations, measurement-measurement cor-
relations, as well as mixed SPAM correlations. Further,
such generalized PDs can be much more scalable than
the original PD — O(d4) settings versus O(d4m) settings
where m is the number of qudits. The main portion of
this work will demonstrate how to classify the various
PDs one could consider.
a
i
FIG. 1. On the left is a device which prepares various signals
on demand depending on which button, a ∈ {1, . . . , N}, is
pressed. On the right is a device which blinks to indicate a
signal with a certain property depending on which setting,
i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, a dial is turned to. For each pair of settings
(a, i), if na
i is the number of times the light blinks and Na
i is
the number of times the button is pressed, then the estimated
frequency is just fa
i = na
i/Na
i.
The most basic aspect of non-holonomic tomography
relies on the notion of an effectively uncorrelated system.
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2With this notion, one emphasizes the perspective that,
although one is not able to measure individual device
parameters, correlation is simply the inability to define
parameters that are organized according to a particular
model. Similar forms of analysis have come up in the
context of matrix product states[6–8], a way of repre-
senting various kinds of many-body quantum states that
is particularly elegant for calculating correlation func-
tions. Similar analyses can also be found in the more
abstract context of (generalized) Baysian networks[9–11]
where the presence of hidden variables with in a model
or causal structure result in a rich set of testable con-
straints on the probabilities associated with the observed
variables. (Bell inequalities are an example of this.) Also
from a fundamental perspective, similar analyses may be
found in works on general probabilistic theories [12, 13]
where much attention is spent on the correspondence be-
tween operational descriptions of systems and the math-
ematical calculations that represent them.
II. TOMOGRAPHY: STATES, OBSERVABLES,
AND DATA
A. The Born Rule Revisited
For every quantum experiment, quantum events are
counted and the frequency of each outcome is understood
to estimate the product of a state and a POVM element
(Figure 1.) This is the famous Born Rule, usually de-
noted
fa
i = TrρaE
i (1)
where ρa is the density operator for the state prepared
according to a, Ei is the POVM element for an outcome
of the measurement made according to i, and fa
i is the
estimated frequency. However, we wish to consider the
situation where the state-preparations and measurements
(SPAM) behind these estimated frequencies actually fluc-
tuate. In such a case, one must modify the Born Rule to
read
fa
i = 〈TrρE〉ai (2)
where 〈〉ai denotes the average over the ensemble of trial
runs of the devices set to a and i — that is, ρ and E are
now to be considered (positive operator-valued) random
variables, distributed according to the setting (a, i).
It is useful to more generally consider estimates of any
statistical observable, Sa
i such that
Sa
i = 〈TrρΣ〉ai, (3)
where Σ is a Hermitian (not necessarily positive)
operator-valued random variable representing the corre-
sponding quantum observable. The setting i still repre-
sents a measurement, but can be more generally associ-
ated with a specific linear combination of outcomes which
may be useful to consider — e.g. Σi = |+i〉〈+i|−|−i〉〈−i|
where |±i〉 are eigenstates of spin in the i-direction. Any
such Sa
i will be referred to as quantum data, calculated
as the same linear combinations of measured frequen-
cies as the observables they correspond to — that is,
Sa
i = fa
kck
i just as Σi = Ekck
i for whatever ck
i are
useful. More traditional language would refer to Sa
i as
a “quantum expectation value” of the observable i given
state a. However, for the purposes of this paper one
should refrain from such language as it is crucial to focus
instead on states and observables themselves as the ran-
dom variables, rather than the actual result or “blinking
of the light” for each trial.[14]
B. The Partial Determinant: A Test for Correlated
SPAM errors
In standard state, detector, and process tomographies,
an experimentalist can ignore the ensemble average be-
cause they are (respectively) able to control either the
measurements, the state preparations, or both. How-
ever, if one is doing SPAM tomography, where neither
the state preparations nor measurements are assumed to
be controlled, then the ensemble average suggests the
possibility that SPAM errors are correlated — i.e.
〈TrρΣ〉ai 6= Tr〈ρ〉a〈Σ〉i. (4)
From the perspective of doing any of the standard tomo-
graphies, this is an awkward statement indeed because
one does not have the resources necessary to access quan-
tities such as 〈ρ〉a or 〈Σ〉i individually.[15] One may thus
be tempted to conclude that correlations (or lack thereof)
cannot be determined without access to the individual
expectation values. However, this is not the case.
Correlations such as Equation (4) can be determined
without individual expectation values because equations
like 〈TrρΣ〉ai = Tr〈ρ〉a〈Σ〉i express a very special factor-
izability of the data, Equation (3). We thus proceed with
the following operational definition: we say that data Sa
i
is effectively (SPAM) uncorrelated when we can express
it as a simple matrix equation:
Sa
i = Pa
µWµ
i. (5)
The rows of P and columns of W (when they exist)
represent the states and observables, ρa = Pa
µσµ and
Σi = σµWµ
i, where {σµ} is some operator basis and
{σµ} is the corresponding dual basis. Repeated indices
are to be summed over. We relax the requirement that
the rows of P correspond to positive operators.
Three important observations should be made about
this definition. First, Equation (5) requires that the sum
on µ be over ≤ n2 operators for an n-dimensional Hilbert
space. (Indeed, the notion of effectively uncorrelated is
always relative to an assumed dimension, n.) Second, one
can always write an expression like Equation (5) (with
the sum on µ being over ≤ n2) so long as the number
3of state settings, N , and detector settings, M , are both
≤ n2. Third, when P and W exist, they are in general
not unique because one could just as well use PG and
G-1W where G is an n2 × n2 real invertible matrix. The
components ofG are gauge degrees of freedom which have
been referred to as SPAM gauge[3–5] or blame gauge[1].
The combination of these observations suggest the
following generic protocol for quantifying correlations:
First, perform SPAM tomography with N > d2 and
M > d2. Such SPAM tomography may be referred to as
overcomplete because such numbers of setttings would
correspond to overcomplete standard tomographies, if
only the appropriate devices were controlled and well
characterized. Second, consider d2 × d2 submatrices of
the data, which can be thought of as corresponding to
minimally complete tomographies. Each such submatrix
is effectively uncorrelated and thus may be associated
with a “local” gauge degree of freedom. Finally, check
whether the states and observables for each minimally
complete submatrix can be chosen so that such choices
among all submatrices are consistent with each other. It
turns out that the amount of inconsistency can be quan-
tified rather elegantly by what has been called a partial
determinant.[1]
Such protocols can be understood as an organization
of the data into a fiber bundle. Fiber bundles are math-
ematical structures which support the notions of con-
nection and holonomy which are rather ubiquitous con-
cepts. In [2], it is demonstrated how tomography and
partial determinants can be interpreted as connections
and holonomies, respectively. However, for the sake of
those who are interested exclusively in potential appli-
cations, an effort has been made to avoid such language
in this current paper. Nevertheless, occasional references
will be made and terms will be defined which allude to
this perspective. It is from these perspectives that the
title “Non-holonomic tomography” is fully justified as a
name for partial determinants.
Forgetting this alternative perspective and using stan-
dard linear algebraic considerations, instead one can
make the observation that the definition for effective in-
dependence is equivalent to the statement that the data
must be such that rank(S) ≤ n2. For example, consider
devices whose numbers of settings are M = N = 2n2 and
organize the data as
S =
[
A B
C D
]
(6)
where each corner is an n2×n2 matrix. One can define a
partial determinant (or PD) for this arrangement of the
data,
∆(S) = A-1BD-1C. (7)
The PD has the property that it is equal to the iden-
tity matrix if and only if the data is effectively SPAM
uncorrelated.[1] The proof of this is simple if one observes
that rank(S) ≤ n2 if and only if there exist n2 × n2 ma-
trices P1, P2, W1, and W2 such that
S =
[
P1
P2
] [
W1 W2
]
. (8)
C. Multiqudit Correlations: SPAMs and
Non-Localities
In this paper we consider extensions of the general
notion of a PD to multiqudit systems (n = dm for m
qudits) with a concentration on PD constructions with
a number of device settings which scales to lowest or-
der, O(d4). Specifically, we will focus on systems where
the preparation of a multiqudit state can be represented
by a single device and the measurement of each qu-
dit can be represented separately by separate (but not
necessarily independent) devices. Uncorrelated measure-
ments between different qudits will be referred to as local
measurements.[16] If all measurements are effectively lo-
cal and SPAM uncorrelated, then any data collected for
m qudits can be factored into the form
Sijk...a = Tr
(
ρa Σ
i
1 ⊗ Σj2 ⊗ Σk3 · · ·
)
= Rλµν...a W1λ
iW2µ
jW3ν
k · · · (9)
where ρa = R
µν···
a σµ⊗σν⊗· · · and Σiq = W iqµσµ for each
qudit q ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, for some operator bases {σµ} and
dual bases {σµ} and a sum over repeated greek indices
(from 1 to d2) is always implied.[17]
Two kinds of indices can be distinguished in these ex-
pressions. There are those indices which correspond to
device settings (a, i, j, ...) which are associated with
degrees of freedom which can be controlled. Such indices
may be referred to as “external” because they correspond
to degrees of freedom outside of the quantum system
being probed. Then there are those indices which cor-
respond to device parameters (µ, ν, ...) and represent
the model — the Born rule with d-dimensional Hilbert
spaces. These indices may be referred to as “internal”
because they are always summed over and thus are ac-
companied with gauge degrees of freedom.
For such multiqudit systems, there are now multiple
kinds of correlation one can have. We refer to corre-
lations between states and measurements on qudit q as
SPAMq correlations. Further, let us refer to correlations
between measurements on qudit q and measurements on
qudit p as (q, p)-nonlocalities. Such correlations are to
4be understood with the notions of effectively SPAMq un-
correlated data and effectively (q, p)-local data. Then
one may proceed to categorize the various ways a par-
tial determinant may be constructed to test if a system
is SPAMq correlated or (q, p)-nonlocal. For simplicity,
we are only considering 2-point correlations in this paper
(see Conclusions and Discussion.)
III. LOCAL MEASUREMENTS OF TWO
QUDITS
j
a
i
FIG. 2. A two qudit experiment where there is a single device
which prepares qud2it states and two devices which make qu-
dit measurements. We would like to know if the data can be
modeled by equation (10) — that is, does the factorization in
Equation (10) exist for the accessible Sija of this experiment?
For two qudits, a.k.a. a qud2it, the data is an object
with 3 (external) indices, 1 for state preparations and
2 for the measurements on each qudit. If there are no
correlations, then we may write
Sija = R
µν
a Vµ
iWν
j . (10)
One can consider this as a matrix equation in the most
obvious way:
Sa
I = Ra
MXM
I (11)
where M = (µ, ν), I = (i, j), and XM
I = Vµ
iWν
j , treat-
ing the two qudit measurements as one qud2it measure-
ment. This separation of parameters suggest the original
protocol [1] for detecting what will now be called generic
SPAM correlations, constructing a partial determinant
for n = d2.
One can also consider equation (10) as a matrix equa-
tion in another way:
SA
j = PA
νWν
j (12)
where A = (a, i) and PA
ν = Rµνa Vµ
i. One can interpret
this separation as the measurement settings of one qudit
being used to effectively prepare states for the other qu-
dit. In this case, we know that if these effective-states,
set by A, are uncorrelated with the other qudit measure-
ments, set by j, (so that we may write Equation (12))
then a smaller (n = d) PD of SA
j must be the identity.
We should stress that taking the inverse of a matrix like
SA
j is very different from taking the inverse of a matrix
like Sa
I even if they consist of the same entries, only
organized differently.
R
휇
푎
휈
V i
W j
FIG. 3. Diagrammatic representation of effectively com-
pletely uncorrelated data, Equation (10). Each internal line
represents a sum over d2 operators while each external line
represents a setting.
One sees that there are already two distinct ways to
be effectively uncorrelated: The first is to be SPAM un-
correlated in the generic sense, such that Equation (11)
exists. In this case, the rank of Sa
I must be ≤ d4, partic-
ularly for > d4 state settings, a, and > d4 measurement
settings, I. The second is to be uncorrelated such that
Equation (12) exists. In this case, the rank of SA
j must
be ≤ d2, particularly for > d2 effective state settings, A,
and > d2 measurement settings, j, for the second qudit.
푎 IXR M
V
W
R푎
i
j
휇
휈 =
FIG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of Equation (11), a
weaker form of effective independence. The right-hand matrix
has a rank bounded by d4 because the dotted separation cuts
two internal lines. Double lines represent product indices.
A jWP 휈WV R 휈
i 푎
j휇 =
FIG. 5. Diagrammatic representation of Equation (12), an-
other kind of weaker effective independence. The rank of the
right-hand matrix is bounded even lower by d2 because the
dotted separation cuts only one internal line.
Equations (11) and (12) represent weaker forms of ef-
fective independence than Equation (10). One should
think of them as potential factorizations of the data
which may or may not exist. It is helpful to represent
Equations (10) through (12) diagrammatically, as in Fig-
ures 3 thru 5. Being able to factorize the data as in
Equation (10) means that the system can be considered
completely uncorrelated. Being able to factorize the data
as in Equation (11) means that the data is effectively
SPAM1 and SPAM2 uncorrelated. (Recall the terminol-
ogy from the end of section II C) Being able to factorize
the data as in Equation (12) means that the data has
effective SPAM2 independence and (1,2)-locality. Simi-
larly, there is another factorization that results from per-
muting the qudits whose existence would mean the sys-
tem is effectively SPAM1 uncorrelated and (1,2)-local.
5A. Classifying Different PDs
PDs which test for generic SPAM correlations are rela-
tively straight forward as there are only 2 main variations
on their construction. In contrast, there are 11 distinct
PDs one can consider relative to factoring the data as
in Equation (12). These PDs differ in their construction
by the number of settings used for a and j (or i) and
by how these settings are organized. These different con-
structions are sensitive to different kinds of correlation.
Specifically, each PD will be equal to the identity when
the system is effectively uncorrelated in a corresponding
way. In order to organize the description of these various
constructions, we must establish a few definitions and
some notation.
The procedure for constructing a PD can be summa-
rized in two steps. The basic goal is to organize the data
so that it is of the same form as Equation (6). In addi-
tion to the original PD construction, rows and columns
may now be products of multiple settings. The first step
is then to organize the settings so to construct a corner
template. The second step is to “displace” four instances
of that corner which can then be connected in a loop, as
in Equation (7). This constructed matrix of four corners
shall be called a square.
1. Generic SPAM Correlations
For detecting generic SPAM correlations, such that
Equation (11) does not exist, we denote the various num-
bers of experimental settings by [N : M1,M2], where N
is the number of state settings (the range of a) and Mq
is the number of local measurement settings for quditq
(the range of i or j.) The colon can be thought of as
representing the dotted separation of Figure 4. Settings
to the left of the colon are to be organized as a row index
while settings to the right are to be columns.
To calculate a partial determinant in this case, one
needs to consider corners that are d4 × d4 which further
requires N = d4 and M1 = M2 = d
2. (Recall that this is
because the data must have rank ≤ d4 if Equation (11)
exists.) A square can then be assembled from such a cor-
ner in two ways, which we denote simply by multiplying
the appropriate setting number by 2:
[2d4 : 2d2, d2] and [2d4 : d2, 2d2]. (13)
Thus we have two kinds of generic PD.
Importantly, we use a ‘2’ in our bracket notation as if
to suggest implementing twice as many settings, as done
originally. However, one could just as well make a square
from any number of rows and columns, each > d4. In
Appendix A, we demonstrate how to construct an r × r
PD for an (r + 1) × (r + 1) matrix. Nevertheless, we
will always write ‘2’s in our bracket notation for simplic-
ity. To summarize, factors of d in this square bracket
notation represent an organization template for the set-
tings in each corner, while ‘2’s represent which device
settings one changes when going from one corner to the
next. The nature of these representations should become
much clearer in the following, more intricate factorization
problem.
2. Nonlocalities and SPAMq Correlations
For detecting correlations such that Equation (12)
does not exist, we denote the numbers of settings by
[N ;L : M ]. We now make a distinction between L, the
number of observable settings for qudit1, used to effec-
tively prepare states, and M , the number of observable
settings for qudit2, used to measure them. Again, we can
interpret the colon as the dotted separation in Figure 5,
between effective state preparations and measurements
of qudit2. A semicolon after the first argument is just to
distinguish the first argument as the number of (joint)
state preparations. Of course, there are actually 2 dis-
tinct schemes of type [N ;L : M ] depending on which
qudit we consider part of the effective state preparation.
We denote the other by pi[N ;L : M ] where pi means ‘per-
mute the two qudits.’
Corners Squares
[N ;L : M ] [2N ;L : 2M ] [N ; 2L : 2M ]
[d2; 1 : d2] [2d2; 1 : 2d2] [d2; 2 : 2d2]
[d; d : d2] [2d; d : 2d2] [d; 2d : 2d2]
[1; d2 : d2] [2; d2 : 2d2] [1; 2d2 : 2d2]
(14)
TABLE I. Each row is a way to make a corner while each
column is a way to make a square.
Corners and squares can now be made in several ways.
Corners must be d2 × d2 (because the data must have
rank ≤ d2 if Equation (12) exists.) There are 3 ways
one can do this because we must take M = d2 while
there are 3 different ways to make d2 effective states,
[N ;L] = [d2; 1], [d; d], and [1; d2], (restricting ourselves
to nice multiples.) Then there are 2 ways each to make
a square, [2N ;L : 2M ] or [N ; 2L : 2M ], (ignoring that
one could mix corner types in a single PD.) (See Table
I.) Having picked one of the 2 qudits, there are almost
2 × 6 = 12 PDs, except that pi[1; 2d2 : 2d2] = [1; 2d2 :
2d2] is actually a symmetric construction. So there are
12−1 = 11 in total PDs of the type [N ;L : M ]. To make
the construction of these PDs as clear as possible, Figures
7 and 6 are given to go over each of them individually.
In Figures 6, it is important to recall the distinction
between device settings and a device parameters. De-
vice settings are the external controls that are available
in an experiment, while device parameters are the model
dependent numbers used to describe the behavior of the
experiment. Changes in settings can be understood as
generating changes in parameters, but only in a local
sense (from corner to corner) which one might not be able
to integrate to a global correspondence (because there
could be correlations.) In other words, a constraint such
6as “keeping state parameters fixed” can still be opera-
tionally defined but will in general be a non-holonomic
constraint. Similar distinctions are represented mathe-
matically in other physical theories as well, a discussion
of which may be found in [2].
In Figures 7, Corners have been given qualitative
names for how they “fill” the space of settings as rep-
resented in Figures 6. Solid lines represent a range of d2,
dashed lines have range d, and amputated lines are single
valued. A vertex joining one solid line with two dashed
lines represents the delta function
δabA =
{
1 A = ad+ b
0 otherwise
(15)
where A ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d2 − 1} is the solid line and a, b ∈
{0, 1, . . . , d − 1} are the dashed lines. Dotted lines with
small circular endpoints represent the settings used to
displace the corners of a square, i.e. the ‘2’s in square
bracket notation. Squares have been further labelled
based on how they are oriented in the setting dimen-
sions as represented by the placement of ‘2’s in bracket
notation as well as in Figures 6.
Further in Figures 7, the backbone (Figure 3) of each
diagram represents the hypothesis that the data is effec-
tively completely uncorrelated. However, once a corner
is assembled, one can then see from the diagram how this
hypothesis may be relaxed to weaker types of indepen-
dence that would still give the PD a trivial value. Di-
grammatically, this corresponds to the property that the
minimum number of lines one must cut in order to detach
the external solid lines corresponds exactly to the upper
bound in the rank. Moreover, the displacing lines or ‘2’s
can empirically suggest different models of correlation for
nontrivial values in the corresponding PD. For example,
a nontrivial value for [2d2; 1 : 2d2] suggests SPAM2 cor-
relations while [d2; 2 : 2d2] suggests (1,2)-nonlocalities.
To summarize, a square bracket notation has been in-
troduced to represent different PDs one can construct for
two-qudit (or qud2it) systems. Each PD will have a triv-
ial value, A-1BD-1C = 1d2×d2 , if the system is effectively
uncorrelated in that corresponding way. The types of
correlation which violate these PDs should be clear from
the topology of their effective backbone (see Figures 4
and 5.) The first is that [N : M1,M2] PDs are trivial if
〈Trρ (Σ⊗Σ)〉 = Tr〈ρ 〉〈Σ⊗Σ〉 and are thus not sensitive
to (12-)nonlocalities. The second is that [N ;L : M ] PDs
are trivial if 〈Trρ (Σ⊗Σ)〉 = Tr〈ρΣ〉⊗〈Σ〉 so are not sen-
sitive to SPAM1 correlations. Similarly pi[N ;L : M ] are
insensitive to SPAM2 correlations.
IV. MORE THAN TWO QUDITS
Increasing the number of qudits, m > 2, there are
many more variations in the kinds of corners and squares
we can construct and so there are many more different
types of experiments one can do to detect many more
a
i
j
(a) [2d2;1 : 2d2] Using 2d2
states, 1 observable for qudit1,
and the usual 2d2 observables
for qudit2. If the qudit1
observable is the identity, this
is simply SPAM2 tomography.
(b) [d2;2 : 2d2] Using d2
states, 2 observables for
qudit1, and the usual 2d
2
observables for qudit2.
Another PD can be
constructed by permuting the
two qudits, pi[d2; 2 : 2d2].
(c) [2d;d : 2d2] Using 2d
states and d qudit1
observables (such as a
d-outcome POVM.) Each stick
of butter represents a square
matrix that has been rolled up
or folded.
(d) [d;2d : 2d2] Using d
states and 2d qudit1
observables (such as two
d-outcome POVMs.) Another
PD can be constructed by
using vertical sticks of butter,
pi[d; 2d : 2d2].
(e) [2;d2 : 2d2] Using two
states and d2 qudit1
observables. Another protocol
exists by permuting
measurement locations.
(f) [1;2d2 : 2d2] Using one
state and 2d2 and qudit1
observables . This particular
protocol is symmetric under
permuting qudits,
pi[1; 2d2 : 2d2] = [1; 2d2 : 2d2].
FIG. 6. At the top is a coordinate system for the entries of
the data Sa
ij where a is a state setting, i is a qudit1 mea-
surement setting, and j is a qudit2 measurement setting. Re-
gions covered by the various shapes represent collected data.
Each subfigure can be associated with a different measure-
ment protocol one can consider which may further suggest
different models of correlation. Each shape corresponds to a
corner template while the arrangement of the 4 copies corre-
spond to a square one can translate through. The permuted
versions of each PD corresponding to the above subfigures are
all distinct, except for the PD of subfigure 6f.
7Corners Squares
R
휇
A
휈
V *
W j
(a) [d2; 1 : d2]
“Vertical Plate”
R
V *
W
(b) [2d2; 1 : 2d2]
“di = 0”
R
V
W
(c) [d2; 2 : 2d2]
“da = 0”
R
휇푎
휈
V
i
W j
A
(d) [d; d : d2]
“Stick of Butter”
R
V
W
(e) [2d; d : 2d2]
“di = 0”
R
V
W
(f) [d; 2d : 2d2]
“da = 0”
R
휇
*
휈
V A
W j
(g) [1; d2 : d2]
“Horizontal Plate”
R
V
W
(h) [2; d2 : 2d2]
“di = 0”
R*
V
W
(i) [1; 2d2 : 2d2]
“da = 0”
FIG. 7. Diagrammatic representations of PD constructions
as arranged in Table I. Circles represent device parameters.
External lines represent experimental settings. Internal lines
represent a sum over the number of independent model pa-
rameters. The backbone of each diagram, Figure 3, repre-
sents the hypothesis that the data ( of an experiment like
Figure 2) can be modeled by Equation (10). Solid lines repre-
sent a range of d2, dashed lines have range d, and amputated
lines are single valued. A vertex joining one solid line with
two dashed lines represents the delta function, Equation (15).
Dotted lines with small circular endpoints correspond to a ‘2’,
a setting used to displace or distinguish corners.
different types of correlation. One fruitful way of clas-
sifying PDs (and the corresponding experiments) is by
the matrix rank that the corresponding square should
have in the absence of correlations. In particular, for qu-
dit measurements on qudmit there are m types of PDs
corresponding to m different ranks, rank(M) = d2k for
k = 1, . . . ,m. (See Figures 4, 5, and 8 and Tables II
and III.) Remember that the rank also determines how
the number of experimental settings scales, namely, as
“pairs of settings” = rank(M)2 = d4k.
Following our previous notation, these classes will be
denoted with square brackets by
∆k = [N ;L1, . . . , Lm−k : M1, . . . ,Mk] (16)
The generic PD corresponds to k = m which has only
1 corner type (because all the measurement devices are
to the right of the colon) and m square types (because
there are m devices to the right of the colon which can be
used for displacement) as in section III A 1. Those PDs
which demand the least number of experimental settings
correspond to k = 1 for which there are 4 kinds of corner,
10 kinds of square, and 12m(7m
2−12m+7) permutational
variants, as will be explained. All of the main variations
in k = 1 are present for m = 3, so we will start there.
We will also briefly include k = 2 for m = 3 qudits to
make the construction of the more general PDs clear.
A. Three Qudits
For three qudits, the data has 1 + 3 = 4 indices or
device settings. If the data is completely uncorrelated,
then we may write
Sa
ijk = Rλµνa Uλ
iVµ
jWν
k. (17)
Such data can be organized into a matrix in 3 basic ways
as represented in Figure 8. These 3 ways further rep-
resent separate classes of PD one can construct, each of
which are sensitive to different correlations. Generic PDs,
[N : M,M,M ], are insensitive to all (p, q)-nonlocalities.
The “k = 2” PDs, [N ;L : M,M ], are insensitive to
(2, 3)-nonlocality and SPAM1 correlation, but are sensi-
tive to (1, 2)-nonlocality, (1, 3)-nonlocality, SPAM2 cor-
relation, and SPAM3 correlation. The most scalable
PDs, [N ;L,L : M ], are insensitive to (1, 2)-nonlocalities,
SPAM1, and SPAM2 correlations. but are sensitive to
(1, 3)-nonlocality, (2, 3)-nonlocality, and SPAM3 correla-
tion.
U
W
VR
(a) [N :M1,M2,M3]
Uncorrelated ↔
rank ≤ d6
U
V
W
R
(b) [N ;L :M1,M2]
Uncorrelated ↔
rank ≤ d4
U
V
WR
(c) [N ;L1, L2 :M ]
Uncorrelated ↔
rank ≤ d2
FIG. 8. Each circular vertex also has an implied external
index attached to it like in Figures 4 & 5. Each line cut
by the dotted separation represents a sum over d2 degrees of
freedom. These factors determine the upper bound on the
rank of the data respectively organized.
Of course, one can permute the qudits to make sim-
ilar statements. Perhaps the best way to denote each
of these is by pi[N ; . . .M ] where now pi could denote
any permutation of 3 elements. Further, we may de-
note each pi the most succinctly with cyclic notation.
For example (123)[N ;L : M,M ] PDs are insensitive to
31-nonlocalities and SPAM2 correlation. This notion is
important for discussing PD symmetries which brings us
to the discussion on the ways one can construct corners
and squares.
Generic PDs, [N : M,M,M ], have no variability in
corner types and only 1 basic kind of square, 3 consid-
ering which qubit you choose to displace the measure-
ment dimension. These can be represented in permuta-
tion notation as ∆, (12)∆, and (13)∆ where ∆ = [2d6 :
82d2, d2, d2]. The permutations {1, 12, 13} represent the
coset for the subgroup {1, 23} corresponding to the sym-
metry (23)∆ = ∆.
Corners Squares
[N ;L : M1,M2] [2N ;L : 2M1,M2] [N ; 2L : 2M1,M2]
[d4; 1 : d2, d2] [2d4; 1 : 2d2, d2] [d4; 2 : 2d2, d2]
[d3; d : d2, d2] [2d3; d : 2d2, d2] [d3; 2d : 2d2, d2]
[d2; d2 : d2, d2] [2d2; d2 : 2d2, d2] [d2; 2d2 : 2d2, d2]
(18)
TABLE II. [N ;L : M,M ] PDs require O(d8) settings. The
number of settings is determined by the expected rank of these
matrices, d4, for a completely uncorrelated model. See Figure
8.
For k = 2 PDs, [N ;L : M,M ], we have 3 kinds of
corner and 6 kinds of square (see Table II and compare
to Table I.) We even continue to have the symmetry
(12)∆ = ∆ for ∆ = [d2; 2d2 : 2d2, d2]. Except now, a
square can be displaced in 3 measurement dimensions.
This gives a total of 3 × 11 = 33 partial determinants,
6 per square except for the one with a symmetry (which
only only gives 6/2 = 3.) For m qubits, this would be
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m
2
)
PDs.
Qudits given a “1” in square bracket notation can be
considered a trace over that qudit, i.e. choose the identity
observable. Most practical instances will consider qubits,
d = 2, in which case it is important to remember a “d”
and a “2” are still different in that a d refers to settings
used to make a single kind of corner while a 2 is used to
displace different corners in a square. Diagrams could be
drawn as before to represent corners and squares where
we would go on to interpret what trivial values for such
PDs mean.
Corners Squares
[N ;L1, L2 : M ] [2N ;L1, L2 : 2M ] [N ; 2L1, L2 : 2M ] [N ;L1, 2L2 : 2M ]
[d2; 1, 1 : d2] [2d2; 1, 1 : 2d2] [d2; 2, 1 : 2d2]
[d; d, 1 : d2] [2d; d, 1 : 2d2] [d; 2d, 1 : 2d2] [d; d, 2 : 2d2]
[1; d2, 1 : d2] [2; d2, 1 : 2d2] [1; 2d2, 1 : 2d2]∗ [1; d2, 2 : 2d2]
[1; d, d : d2] [2; d, d : 2d2]∗∗ [1; 2d, d : 2d2]
(19)
TABLE III. [N ;L,L : M ] PDs require O(d4) settings. The number of settings is determined by the expected rank of these
matrices, d2, for a completely uncorrelated model. See Figure 8.
Finally for the most scalable PDs, [N ;L,L : M ], we
have 4 types of corner and 10 types of square (see Ta-
ble III.) Entries kept blank are simply because they are
equivalent by permutation with the entry to the left in
the table. Entries marked with an asterisk have a sym-
metry. All together, these make 51 PDs which we will
explain the combinatorics for in the next section on gen-
eral m. Illustrating the corners diagrammatically as in
Figures 9, we can interpret the meaning of a non-trivial
value for each corresponding PD and we will refer to them
by there subfigures:
• Rank d2 PDs displaced from ∆a, ∆b, and ∆d have
a trivial value
if and only if 〈RUVW 〉 = 〈RUV 〉〈W 〉.
• On the other hand, rank d2 PDs displaced from ∆c
will have a trivial value
if either 〈RUVW 〉 = 〈RUV 〉〈W 〉 or 〈RUVW 〉 =
〈U〉〈RVW 〉.
• Further, if 〈RUVW 〉 6= 〈RUV 〉〈W 〉 but
〈RUVW 〉 = 〈U〉〈RVW 〉,
then a rank d2 PD displaced from ∆b will have a
nontrivial value,
but one of rank d3 will be trivial.
• Finally, if 〈RUVW 〉 6= 〈RUV 〉〈W 〉 but a PD from
∆d but of rank d
3 had a trivial value
then either 〈RUVW 〉 = 〈U〉〈RVW 〉 or
〈RUVW 〉 = 〈V 〉〈RUW 〉
WR
V
U
(a) [d2; 1, 1 : d2]
WR
V
U
(b) [d; d, 1 : d2]
WR
V
U
(c) [1; d2, 1 : d2]
WR
V
U
(d) [1; d, d : d2]
FIG. 9. Diagrams for [N ;L1, L2 : M ] corners, the rows of
Table III. These are the most scalable because the external
lines can be detached from each other by cutting a single
internal line, representing the upper bound on the rank of d2
if such a factorization exists. Further, corners (b) and (d)
suggest meaningful PDs of rank d3 because they can factor
by cutting 1 1
2
lines.
B. The Most Scalable m Qudit PDs
The PDs of k = 1 for m > 3 qudits are essentially no
different from m = 3 because after 3 qudits are chosen,
the remaining are fixed to 1 observable or just traced
out. For completeness, let us write the completely un-
9U
WR
V
FIG. 10. There are 1
2
m(7m2 − 12m+ 7) of the most scalable
m qudit PDs, requiring O(d4) settings.
correlated data of m+ 1 indices,
Sa
i...jk = Rλ...µνa Uλ
i · · ·VµjWνk, (20)
and represent the k = 1 class of PDs diagrammatically in
Figure 10. Also, we include Tables IV which are just like
the last section except with a bunch of ellipses to denote
‘1’s for the remaining qudit measurement settings. We
also include the combinatorics for the permuted varia-
tions of each PD. Trivial values are also interpreted just
the same as for 3 qudits.
Corners Squares
[N ;L1, L2, ... : M ] [2N ;L1, L2, ... : 2M ] [N ; 2L1, L2, ... : 2M ] [N ;L1, 2L2, ... : 2M ]
[d2; 1, 1, ... : d2] [2d2; 1, 1, ... : 2d2] [d2; 2, 1, ... : 2d2]
[d; d, 1, ... : d2] [2d; d, 1, ... : 2d2] [d; 2d, 1, ... : 2d2] [d; d, 2, ... : 2d2]
[1; d2, 1, ... : d2] [2; d2, 1, ... : 2d2] [1; 2d2, 1, ... : 2d2]
∗
[1; d2, 2, ... : 2d2]
[1; d, d, ... : d2] [2; d, d, ... : 2d2]
∗∗
[1; 2d, d, ... : 2d2]
(21)
Corners Squares
[N ;L1, L2, ... : M ] [2N ;L1, L2, ... : 2M ] [N ; 2L1, L2, ... : 2M ] [N ;L1, 2L2, ... : 2M ]
[d2; 1, 1, ... : d2] m m(m− 1)
[d; d, 1, ... : d2] m(m− 1) m(m− 1) m(m− 1)(m− 2)
[1; d2, 1, ... : d2] m(m− 1) m(m− 1)/2 m(m− 1)(m− 2)
[1; d, d, ... : d2] m(m− 1)(m− 2)/2 m(m− 1)(m− 2)
(22)
TABLE IV. The most scalable PDs, requiring only O(d4) device settings, are just like those for 3 qudits (Table III) except that
there are more of them by qudit permutation. The combinatorics for the distinct permutations of each PD are given in the
second table, with a total of 1
2
m(7m2 − 12m+ 7).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we considered non-holonomic tomog-
raphy and its application to multiqudit systems. Non-
holonomic tomography is the use of partial determinants
(PDs) to analyze quantum data for detecting various
kinds of correlation in SPAM tomography, where both
state and measurement devices have errors. We demon-
strated that there are a multitude of PDs one can con-
sider which are sensitive in different ways to the various
correlations that can occur. Further, we were able to
describe these sensitivities based on the topology of the
factorization associated with corresponding notions of an
effectively uncorrelated system. For single qudit mea-
surements on a qudmit state, there are m major classes
of PD corresponding to matrix rank, rank = d2k for
k = 1, . . . ,m. These ranks in turn determine how many
device settings are needed (O(rank2) = O(d4k)) to ex-
perimentally determine the PD. Finally, we enumerated
the class of PDs which require the least number of exper-
imental settings, k = 1, for any number of qudits. Figure
11 is provided as a logical sketch for the technique of
non-holonomic tomography.
(Uncorrelated) Model
“Topology”−−−−−−−→ Rank ≤ r ←−−−→ 1r×r
(Data) Tensor
Experimental Protocol−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Matrix rank r PD−−−−−−→ ∆r×r
(23)
FIG. 11. A summary of the logic in non-holonomic tomography: The data collected from a quantum experiment is a tensor,
with an index associated with each (state preparation or measurement device. This tensor can be organized as a matrix or
“square” in various ways and partial determinants can be calculated for these matrices. Uncorrelated devices correspond to
a specific factorization model of the data. The “topology” of this factorization model then sets upper bounds on the rank
of any matrix organized from the data. The rank of these matrices are equal to their upper bound if and only if the partial
determinant of their correspondingly sized PD is equal to the identity.
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PDs have been classified by the types of experimental
protocols or “squares” one can consider. However, for
each square there are still more PDs corresponding to the
order in which the settings are actually put into a matrix.
If one considers data from 2d2×2d2 distinct settings, then
for a fixed type of square there are actually [(2d2)!]2 dif-
ferent PDs by permutation of rows and columns. On the
other hand, these PDs are certainly not distinct quan-
tities. Some permutations result in PDs which are ob-
viously equivalent, up to familiar transformations, while
others result in more obscure equivalences. Analyzing
these various permutationally equivalent PDs may help
to determine which more precisely which settings have
correlation.
The first group of permutations which give obviously
equivalent PDs correspond to the ways one can traverse
the corners of a square — 4 starting points times 2 di-
rections. If the corners are originally A, B, C, and D as
in Equation (6), then the 8 PDs that result are
A-1BD-1C BD-1CA-1 D-1CA-1B CA-1BD-1
C-1DB-1A DB-1AC-1 B-1AC-1D AC-1DB-1.
(24)
PDs in the same row are related by cyclic permuta-
tion while those in the same column are inverses of each
other. Each of these PDs are equivalent to each other
up to inverse and conjugation — e.g. (B-1AC-1D) =
(B-1A) (A-1BD-1C)-1(B-1A)-1. The second group corre-
sponds to those permutations that keep settings within
their respective corners:
[
A B
C D
]
−→
[
piSP1 0
0 piSP2
][
A B
C D
][
piM1 0
0 piM2
]-1
(25)
where all the pis are d2 × d2 permutation matrices. There are (d2!)4 such elements. These PDs are equivalent to each
other up to conjugation since
∆
[ piSP1 0
0 piSP2
][
A B
C D
][
piM1 0
0 piM2
]T = pi-1M1∆
([
A B
C D
])
piM1 (26)
where ∆ is the standard PD defined by Equations (6)
and (7).[18] Permutations beyond these two groups “de-
localize” settings across corners (experiments) and thus
give PDs which are equivalent but in a much less obvious
way.
Another important comment is that the links between
corners, as considered in this paper, have no immediate
sense of distance. This is a consequence of the gauge de-
grees of freedom. We don’t a priori have the ability to say
how different states in experiment A are from states in
experiment B, even if they share the same state settings.
However, a notion of distance can be introduced if the
devices are also equipped with continuous settings. A
discussion of this technique may be found in [2], Sections
III.A, III.C, and IV.
From a mathematical perspective, it is intriguing that
there is this relationship between matrix rank and holon-
omy. These holonomies can in fact be generalized to
higher-dimensional quantities (like surfaces etc., rather
than just loops) which can test for more general ten-
sor ranks. Such tests can be interpreted as measures of
higher n-point correlations between devices. Their con-
struction is relatively simple and requires just one obser-
vation: that matrix inverses just consist of several con-
tractions with antisymmetric tensors (or Levi-Civita ep-
silon symbols.) The first author expects to soon publish
full details on the method for constructing such quanti-
ties (see Figure 12.)
FIG. 12. A PD for a two qubit system that has the topology of
a 2-dimensional surface. Eight copies of Figure 3 can be found
along with 4-lined vertices corresponding to contractions with
antisymmetric symbols, εµνρσ, which appear in expressions
for matrix inverses.
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Appendix A: An r× r PD for an (r + 1)× (r + 1)
Matrix
In this section, we show how to use PDs to test if an
(r + 1)× (r + 1) matrix has rank r. Of course, this test
should be equivalent to checking if a regular determinant
is zero. However, this construction also generalizes to
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check if any s× s matrix has rank r < s. These tests can
be associated with experimental protocols which require
fewer device settings than the 2r × 2r protocol. In fact,
the (r+1)×(r+1) protocol has already been applied.[19]
Suppose we have an (r+ 1)× (r+ 1) matrix, S, which
we suspect has rank ≤ r. We can calculate an r×r PD by
generating a 2r× 2r matrix, S˜, partitioning S as follows
S =

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
 =
 a ~βT b~α M ~δ
c ~γT d
 −→ S˜ =

a ~βT ~βT b
~α M M ~δ
~α M M ~δ
c ~γT ~γT d
 ≡
[
A B
C D
]
.
It is useful to define the following matrices:
α˜ =
[
1 ~0T
−M-1~α 1
]
β˜ =
[
1 −~βTM-1
~0 1
]
γ˜ =
[
1 ~0
−~γTM-1 1
]
δ˜ =
[
1 −M-1~δ
~0T 1
]
(which one may note are representations of (r − 1)-
dimensional translation groups.) These matrices allow
us to partially diagonalize each corner:
β˜Aα˜ =
[
A/M ~0T
~0 M
]
β˜Bδ˜ =
[
~0T B/M
M ~0
]
γ˜Cα˜ =
[
~0 M
C/M ~0T
]
γ˜Dδ˜ =
[
M ~0
~0T D/M
]
where we denote the Schur complements by
A/M = a− ~βTM -1~α B/M = b− ~βTM -1~δ
C/M = c− ~γTM -1~α D/M = d− ~γTM -1~δ.
All of the various partial determinants can thus be sim-
plified:
A-1BD-1C = 1 + (x− 1)α˜ C-1DB-1A = 1
x2
[
1 + (x− 1)α˜-1
]
BD-1CA-1 = 1 + (x− 1)β˜-1 AC-1DB-1 = 1
x2
[
1 + (x− 1)β˜
]
D-1CA-1B = 1 + (x− 1)δ˜ B-1AC-1D = 1
x2
[
1 + (x− 1)δ˜-1
]
CA-1BD-1 = 1 + (x− 1)γ˜-1 DB-1AC-1 = 1
x2
[
1 + (x− 1)γ˜
]
where
x =
(B/M)(C/M)
(A/M)(D/M)
=
detB detC
detA detD
.
One can see that each of these PDs is equal to the iden-
tity if and only if x = 1. This condition on x must be
equivalent to DetS = 0 (given the existence of M -1.)
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